Pete the Sheep
Teaching Artist Workshops 2021
What?

Monkey Baa sends a Teaching Artist into some of the local schools in your community
approximately 2-4 weeks BEFORE your season of Pete the Sheep.

Workshop:

Join us for a practical and hands on workshop experience that will give students the
opportunity to gain a greater understanding of the puppetry techniques that will be used by
the performers in Pete the Sheep. Students will be guided by our professional Teaching
Artists to explore the characters and themes in the book through voice and movement
activities designed to build students’ skills and confidence in Drama.

Who?

You can allocate workshops at your discretion to schools that have booked to see the show.
Most venues use a ‘first in, best dressed’ system, but how you manage this engagement
opportunity is entirely up to you. Please note that even if your season of Pete the Sheep is
on during the weekend or school holidays, you can still offer your workshops to schools that
you would like to engage with in the future or that you already have a strong relationship
with.

Duration?

There are two workshop lengths:
• Students in Pre-schools and Kindergarten do a 45-minute workshop.
• Students in Years 1-4 do a 60-minute workshop.

Cost?

The Teaching Artist program is included in the fee for the purchase of the production.
The workshops are offered to the schools at no additional charge.

No. of workshops?

This depends on how many performances you have purchased (as per your original
agreement), and will be outlined in this confirmation email from Monkey Baa.
Please note that we can only attend a maximum of 2 different schools per day, so please
keep this in mind when you are offering workshops to schools.

Capacity?

Workshops are capped at 30 participants per session. This ensures that every student has a
safe and valuable experience, and that the teaching artist is not put under duress.
Our teaching artist may not proceed with a session if there are more than 30 students in a
workshop.

Where?

A Teaching Artist will go into each school to run the workshop. All Monkey Baa Teaching
Artists have a Working with Children Check, which can be provided to the school on request.
We ask that the school provides a clear workshop space so that the students can move
around freely (a school hall, or empty classroom is ideal). A teacher MUST be present for the
entire duration of the workshop. You are more than welcome to attend the workshops,
however this is not a requirement.

Please return your completed workshop booking form at least 6 weeks before your scheduled workshop dates. As
we oversee hundreds of workshops for a large number of venues, we really appreciate your co-operation and
punctuality throughout this process. Please reply to this email with any up to date contact details for the appropriate
staff member that we should be contacting regarding these workshops.

